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Overview LSI Axxia Systems use a 3 stage boot process to initialize the system and allow an operating system to be loaded. • The first stage is part of the asic and loads the 2nd stage into the asic’s local memory. If the secure boot feature is available, it will optionally verify and decrypt the 2nd stage before transferring control to it. As the first stage is not based on U-Boot, and cannnot be modified, it is not discussed here. • After control is transferred to the 2nd stage, system memory is initialized and the 3rd stage (also based on U-Boot) is loaded into it.



Building Get the Source Clone the LSI Axxia U-Boot repository as follows. $ git clone https://github.com/axxia/axxia_u-boot.git $ cd axxia_u-boot $ git checkout --track -b lsi-v2010.03 origin/lsi-v2010.03



Set Up the Environment Add the tool binary directory to PATH and set CROSS_COMPILE to the tool prefix. If using a tool chain that depends on libgcc.a, SYSROOT should be set so that ‘CROSS_COM P ILEgcc − −sysroot ={SYSROOT} -print-libgcc-filename’ returns the full path to libgcc.a. Set ARCH to either arm or powerpc. Set the BOARD_TYPE to one of the following. ACP344xV2_stage2 2nd stage for 344xV2 targets. ACP344xV2_stage3 3rd stage for 344xV2 targets. 	ACP342xC_stage2
	2nd stage for 342xC targets.
	ACP342xC_stage3
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	3rd stage for 342xC targets.
	ACP342xD_stage2
	2nd stage for 342xD targets.
	ACP342xD_stage3
	3rd stage for 342xD targets.
	AXM35xx_stage2
	2nd stage for 35xx targets.
	AXM35xx_stage3
	3rd stage for 35xx targets.





Configure and Build With the environment set up as above, configure and build as follows. make distclean ${BOARD\_TYPE}\_config make



Create the Images The 2nd Stage This requires a parameter file, which is part of ther RTE. Once the RTE is available, the following will create a binary which includes the 2nd stage (created above) and the parameters. ncpBootMem -v 8 -a image -r prom  Write (created above) to offset 0 in serial flash. the 3rd stage After “make” (above) u-boot.img is the 3rd stage.



Update SPI Device 0 or 1 Put (from above) at offset 0 and u-boot.img (from above) at offset 0x200000 in SPI device 0. Note that on devices with serial eeprom instead of serial flash, the 3rd stage must be loaded from the network, nand, or some larger SPI device. 2



There are two SPI devices, 0 and 1. Device 0 will be used by the boot rom to load the 2nd stage. It is possible to switch the address of the devices as follows. Galveston SW1.11 [SPI/NAND FLASH boot selection] Down = Primary Up = Backup Mission Internal jumper (?). El Paso, Junction, or Progresso SW12 [?] Down = ? Up = ? Using the external or internal host, after loading the RTE, $ ncpBootMem -a write -r prom  $ ncpBootMem -a write -r prom -o 0x200000  To write to the backup SPI device, add ‘-b’ to the ncpBootMem options. At the U-Boot Prompt Use tftp to get the 2nd stage image and binary parameters into memory. Once that has been done, update SPI device 0 using the ‘ssp’ command. ACP2=> ACP2=> ACP2=> ACP2=> ACP2=>



setenv autoload no ; dhcp tftp 4000000  tftp 4010000  ssp w 0 4010000 0 1fc00 ssp w 0 4000000 1fc00 400



Note that this can be done at the 3rd stage prompt as well. To write to the backup SPI devcie, change the device from 0 to 1, for example, “ssp w 0 . . . ” would become “ssp w 1 . . . ”. If the boot fails after updating the 2nd stage, switch to the backup SPI device.
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Enable the Internal Cores and L2s $ ncpWrite 0x18d.0.0x28 0xab $ ncpWrite 0x18e.0.0x8 0 $ ncpWrite 0x18e.0.0x4 0



The U-Boot Environment Set up the U-Boot environment as follows. ‘printenv’ will display the current environment and ‘saveenv’ will save the environment after any changes. Replace with the MAC address of your board. ACP2> ACP2> ACP2> ACP2> ACP2> ACP2> ACP2> ACP2> ACP2> ACP2> ACP2> ACP2> ACP2> ACP2>



setenv setenv setenv setenv setenv setenv setenv setenv setenv setenv setenv setenv setenv setenv



loads\_echo bootdelay 5 baudrate 9600 loadaddr 4000000 initrd\_high 8000000 osmemory 0x100 osgroup0\_bootargs console=ttyS0 ip=dhcp root=/dev/nfs rw mtdparts mtdparts=acp-nand:512K(2ndStage),512K(env-0),512K(env-1),2M(3rdStage), fdt\_high 0xffffffff ethaddr  plb6\_hpc 0x1000 plb6\_paam 1 ad\_value 0x61 osgroup0 0x30000df1:0:0x100



Boot Sequence Cold Start After turning on the power, or a system/chip reset, this is what happens. Note that this assumes the target is in internal boot mode and the boot target is ROM. • All cores are enabled and start execution at 0xfffffffe, which is the last word in ROM. Core 0 continues executing ROM code, all other cores are set to jump to offset 0 in system memory when an interrupt is received, and then put in the WFI state. • Core 0 sets up the system enough to read SPI device 0 and access LCM, then reads 128K from offset 0 in SPI device 0 to offset 0 in LCM. It then jumps to offset 0 in LCM. 4



• U-Boot (2nd stage) is executed by core 0 in LCM. System memory is initialized and U-Boot (the 3rd stage) gets put in system memory at offset 0. Core 0 jumps to offset 0 in system memory. • U-Boot (3rd stage) is executed by core 0 in system memory. After setting up spin tables, core 0 sends an IPI to all other cores that will be used by the system. The other cores jump to offset 0 in system memory and are placed in a loop waiting for the OS to set the entry address in the spin table. Core 0 loads the OS into system memory and jumps to the OS. • The OS writes an address to the spin tables of the secondary cores. Once the secondary cores see the address change, they jump to it and enter the control of the OS.
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Using the external or internal host, after loading the RTE,. $ ncpBootMem -a ... ACP2=> tftp 4010000 server>. ACP2=> ssp w 0 ... 
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